
RightFind® Enterprise
The fastest way to find, manage, and collaborate on content 



THE WAY WE FIND, MANAGE, AND COLLABORATE ON CONTENT 
IS CHANGING 
With an average 8,000 scientific articles published every day, finding relevant, trusted information and staying on top 
of the latest research isn’t easy. Without fast, secure access to this vital published content, researchers cannot do their 
jobs effectively, slowing the pace of innovation.

At the same time, industry standards are evolving. With changing authentication methods and new licensing 
models, like open access, it’s imperative for employees to have an intuitive interface to find and access content from 
subscriptions, token accounts, document delivery and other sources. For information professionals, having a simple way 
to analyze return on content investments provides a better opportunity to play a strategic role in their organizations.
 

RIGHTFIND ENTERPRISE PROVIDES CENTRALIZED ACCESS 
TO CONTENT ANYTIME, ANYWHERE
RightFind Enterprise provides immediate access to scientific literature and data, enabling faster discovery and 
insights and strengthening copyright-compliant collaboration. A simplified user experience replaces multiple 
information tools with a single, comprehensive solution, and helps information managers demonstrate 
multi-source content ROI in minutes.

Whether you need sophisticated analytics to provide valuable insight into how published information is used in 
your organization, want to semantically enrich the search and reading experience for scientific articles, or want to 
automatically format bibliographies with the styles and citations you prefer, RightFind Enterprise offers the capabilities 
you need in a single solution. Additionally, RightFind Enterprise integrates seamlessly with CCC’s copyright licenses 
to make copyright-compliant collaboration easier. 

RightFind Enterprise supports unique workflows for many users across the organization including R&D, 
pharmacovigilance and drug safety, medical affairs and medical information, competitive intelligence, regulatory, 
and more. Researchers can quickly obtain published information from company subscriptions, open access 
sources, document delivery and internal collections, and collaborate with colleagues around the world using 
content obtained through one central secure platform. 

RightFind Enterprise helps information professionals get the most value from company subscriptions. 
Your organization can centralize document purchasing to identify potential new subscriptions, accelerating 
the flow of research, maximizing the value of your content investments, and streamlining your information 
management services. 

HOW RIGHTFIND ENTERPRISE WORKS



POWERFUL CAPABILITIES TO FIND, MANAGE, AND COLLABORATE 
ON CONTENT  
Whether you are an established information management center with many subscriptions and collections and a high 
volume of document delivery requests, an organization with a decentralized information management model, or a 
growing business with an emerging information management need, RightFind Enterprise is highly configurable and 
scalable to meet the changing needs of users across your evolving organization. Capabilities include:  

•    Granular rights and subscription configuration –  Give users instant access to your organization’s licensed content, in 
accordance with your company’s publisher subscriptions, token accounts, annual copyright licenses, and more.

•   Fast document delivery –  Employees can purchase articles not available through company subscriptions. We deliver 
over 1.5 million documents annually, with the quickest document turnaround time in the industry. Nearly all orders are 
delivered in 24-hours, and the vast majority are delivered instantly.

•   Robust scientific literature catalog –  Finding and requesting content is easy. Use citation data to easily order the 
documents you need. RightFind Enterprise’s proprietary database comprises the most comprehensive collection 
of scientific, medical, and technical content. Users can search across 120 million citations and 18 million full-text 
documents, 18,000 open access journals, and hybrid open access articles from more than 20 publishers. 

•   Seamless workflow integration –  RightFind works the way your researchers do. It offers a range of ways to support 
existing workflows, including openURL links from preferred search and discovery tools, QuickCheck bookmarklets to 
request content from any website, an embedded search widget to launch RightFind Enterprise searches from your 
organization’s internal websites, the Chrome extension to quickly request content from Google Scholar, PubMed, 
SciFinder, or your preferred search tool, and RESTful APIs for application integration. 

•   Flexible administrator features –  Customizable tracking fields, billing options, cost controls, and notifications 
are available for the entire company, as well as at a granular level such as division, department, or team to 
support an organization’s specific structure and workflows. 

•   Powerful content usage analytics –  Robust reporting allows administrators to monitor usage and spend across all 
users and organization levels with over 100 customizable fields.
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SEARCH using semantic technology to find relevant content 
fast. You can also search for content using RightFind, Google 
Scholar, PubMed, SciFinder, or other preferred search tools. 

GET secure and direct access to full-text articles and simplify 
the authentication process for company subscriptions, open 
access, or internal collections. Purchase articles directly 
through RightFind Enterprise.  

GAIN INSIGHTS through an intuitive and semantically 
enriched full-text reading experience.

COLLABORATE with colleagues in a copyright-compliant 
manner.

REPORT on content usage and spending to make data-
driven content investments.

MANAGE content including subscriptions, open access 
sources, document delivery, and internal collections.



GET THE MOST OUT OF RIGHTFIND ENTERPRISE 
 
Turn Information into Knowledge
RightFind® Insight brings the power of semantic enrichment to the search and reading experience, 
turning information into knowledge and accelerating new discoveries.

  
Let the Data Tell Your Content ROI Story
RightFind Business Intelligence is the only solution to combine analytical tools for insights on content 
usage and spending with budget tools to help you justify your content investment.

Securely Access Content Anywhere, Anytime
RightFind Passport, powered by EZProxy, allows users to securely access your organization’s content 
from any location, on any browser-enabled device.

Easily Manage References
RightFind Cite It is an easy-to-use reference management tool that automatically formats 
bibliographies with the styles and citations you value, saving you manual work and time. 

Improve Text Mining Results 
RightFind XML for Mining enables researchers to identify and download full-text article collections 
from multiple publishers through a single source and import that data into their preferred text 
mining software.

Add Expert Information Professionals to Your Team
Through Managed Knowledge Services, CCC provides highly skilled information professionals with 
expertise matched to your organization’s unique needs and culture, delivering high-quality service and 
helping organizations get the most value from its content investments. 

 
 
CCC PROVIDES AWARD-WINNING SOFTWARE AND 24/7 CUSTOMER 
SERVICE YOU CAN COUNT ON.  



SEE RIGHTFIND ENTERPRISE IN ACTION

Request a demo today.

North America:
www.copyright.com/rightfind 

+1.978.750.8400 (option 3)

solutions@copyright.com

WHY RIGHTFIND 
ENTERPRISE?

More than 260 companies from small biotechs to larger 
global enterprises in 113 countries use RightFind Enterprise 
to find, manage, and collaborate on content.

•  Bring relevant information and scientific concepts to 
the forefront with a comprehensive search and reading 
experience that incorporates vocabularies with more than 
20 million synonyms.

•  Gain deep insight into content usage to make 
data-driven investments.

•  Support copyright-compliant collaboration to drive 
innovation in a wide-range of user workflows.

•  Meet the evolving needs of content users across your 
organization with flexible and scalable solutions.  

Global:
www.rightsdirect.com/rightfind

+31.20.312.0437

solutions@copyright.com
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Copyright Clearance Center (CCC) builds unique solutions that connect content and rights in contextually 
relevant ways through software and professional services. CCC helps people navigate vast amounts of data to 
discover actionable insights, enabling them to innovate and make informed decisions. CCC, with its subsidiary 
RightsDirect, collaborates with customers to advance how data and information is integrated, accessed, and 
shared while setting the standard for effective copyright solutions that accelerate knowledge and power 
innovation. CCC is headquartered in Danvers, Mass. with offices across North America, Europe and Asia.

RightsDirect provides content workflow, document delivery and rights licensing solutions that allow
companies around the world to use, share and store content while simplifying copyright compliance. 
Working with partners around the world, RightsDirect offers sophisticated solutions tailored to the needs 
of national and global organizations. RightsDirect is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Copyright Clearance 
Center (CCC) based in Amsterdam with a presence in Tokyo and Munich.

http://www.copyright.com
http://www.rightsdirect.com

